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ABSTRACT
We introduce an analytic pipeline to model and simulate youth

trajectories through the New York state foster care system. Our

goal in doing so is to forecast how proposed interventions may

impact the foster care system’s ability to achieve it’s stated goals

before these interventions are actually implemented and impact the
lives of thousands of youth. Here, we focus on two specific stated

goals of the system: racial equity, and, as codified most recently by

the 2018 Family First Prevention Services Act (FFPSA), a focus on

keeping all youth out of foster care. We also focus on one specific

potential intervention— a predictive model, proposed in prior work

and implemented elsewhere in the U.S., which aims to determine

whether or not a youth is in need of care. We use our method to

explore how the implementation of this predictive model in New

York would impact racial equity and the number of youth in care.

While our findings, as in any simulation model, ultimately rely on

modeling assumptions, we find evidence that the model would not

necessarily achieve either goal. Primarily, then, we aim to further

promote the use of data-driven simulation to help understand the

ramifications of algorithmic interventions in public systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Model verification and vali-
dation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Youth admitted into foster care in the United States are likely to

experience a series of investigations and evaluations. This constant

surveillance, often combined with frequent and abrupt shifts in

living situations, leave a number of lasting socio-emotional scars

[27, 48]. These scars are, moreover, not distributed equally. In partic-

ular, significant racial biases exist regarding who enters into foster

care [5, 22].

These and other issues with the American child welfare system

have led to a growing movement to abolish it [11]. Suggested al-

ternatives from these advocates include reallocating funding to

community-based, localized initiatives not run by government ac-

tors [11]. Others have, in a more traditional vein for the field of

Social Work, instead argued for changing, rather than eradicating

the system. However, both abolitionists and reformers generally

agree on one point: youth are better off with their own families

than in the foster care system [6].

The most important recent development aimed at keeping youth

out of care is the Family First Prevention Services Act (FFPSA) [32].
The FFPSA, signed into federal law in 2018, overhauled funding in

the American child welfare system in order to providing financial in-

centives to states to keep youth out of foster care, or more formally,

to 1) reduce unnecessary separation, and 2) provide family-based

service for removed youth in order to encourage family reunifica-

tion. These incentives include the construction of new benchmarks

for numbers of youth in care, and additional funding for family-

based services aimed specifically at helping the families of youth

who are in care to get to a point where the youth can be returned

to them.

Efforts to effectively use this funding from the FFPSA to reduce

the number of youth in foster care face three formidable challenges.

First, the American child welfare system is heavily decentralized,

with drastically different policy environments across and often even

within states [50]. Changes that are effective at moving towards

the goals of the FFPSA in one county or state may therefore be

difficult (or even illegal) to enact in others. Second, even in a single

jurisdiction, the process of placing a youth into the foster care

system is complex. When a potentially maltreated youth is reported
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to Child Protective Service (CPS), a series of decisions made by case

workers and judges are carried out to decide the best path for the

youth. The process is cumbersome and riddled with the potential

of both personal and systemic biases [36, 53]. Efforts to discharge

youth from foster care can face similar challenges. Finally, as with

most social policy settings [37], attempts to make progress on one

goal can often have unexpected negative impacts on others. As

we highlight here, for example, interventions aimed making the

system more racially equitable may end up leading to substantially

more youth in foster care, and not with their families.

Help is needed to tackle these challenges. Abdurahman [1] ar-

gues that implicit in the FFPSA is the assumption that such help

will come from the expansion of data collection the bill enables,

which will in turn lead to the construction of (predictive) analytical

tools that can serve to ameliorate potential problems. Indeed, the

use of such tools is already widespread in child welfare, and is only

expected to grow with the FFPSA [42].

The present work takes a different bend on how computation

can serve a role in social change [2], arguing that if used carefully,

computational models can help us to reason about the best path

forward under myriad possible social and policy environments, and

various potential interventions. That is, rather than make predic-

tions about youth, we can use computation to help us understand
the foster care system as a whole, and to rethink the potential in-

terventions needed to address new policy goals like those set forth

in the FFPSA.

The present work conducts such an analysis using a two-stage

pipeline. We first take a forensic social science [31] approach to

address the following research question: how do existing prac-
tices within the New York State child welfare system fare in
light of the new stated goals introduced by FFPSA and the
existing stated goal of racial equity? While our methodology

generalizes to other contexts, we focus on New York because of our

policy and practical expertise in the state. Forensic social science is

a methodology in which computational analyses of observational

data are conducted in ways that inform and are informed by rele-

vant social theory. Here, using complete data from the child welfare

system in New York from 2000-2017 [34], we conducted a computa-

tional analysis on 1) entry rates of youth into the foster care system,

2) patterns in how long youth stay in care, and 3) the rates at which

youth are discharged. We also consider how these quantities differ

for white versus Black youth.

Our forensic social science analysis informs the second, and focal,

part of our computational pipeline, in which we construct a data-
driven system dynamics simulation [17, 47] to analyze a hypothetical
intervention into New York’s foster care system. Specifically, we

analyze how the introduction of an automated risk assessment tool

currently in practice in other parts of the country [8] would, if

implemented in New York, help to address the goals of the FFPSA

while maintaining the existing goal of improving racial equity.

System dynamics models help formalize how particular entities

flow through a system over time, conditioned on assumptions about

the probability of flowing from one point to another. Here, wemodel

the flow of American youth into and out of foster care. In a data-

driven system dynamics model, some of these patterns of flow, and

associated probabilities, can be informed by data. Those that cannot

be informed by available data can then be set based on assumptions

and/or theory. These assumptions, in turn, can then be varied to

address certain research questions or to perform robustness checks.

Our work makes three primary contributions:

(1) We provide quantitative evidence, supporting earlier work,

that show that youth stays in foster care in New York can be

empirically separated into two classes, long-term and short-

term. We find further that the duration of long-term, but not

short-term, stays varies significantly across racial lines for

all ages.

(2) Informed by these analyses, we develop a data-driven simu-

lation model of the U.S. foster care system, and parameterize

it for the study of New York. As a sign of the model’s validity,

we show that the model can reliably forecast patterns in the

number of youth admitted into New York state’s foster care

system in 2018, given only data from previous years.

(3) We use our model to study the impacts of a potential algo-

rithmic intervention in New York. Our observations resonate

with the concerned pointed out by Samant et al. [42]. Specif-

ically, we find that it is difficult to balance the goals of racial

equity and a reduction of youth in care, and that proposed

algorithmic interventions—encouraged by the FFPSA in or-

der to achieve it’s goals [1]—are not necessarily capable of

doing so.

As with any simulation model, our findings rely on modeling

assumptions which may be reasonably disagreed with. To facilitate

such discussions, we have made our model publicly available.
1

However, as we believe our modeling assumptions to be at least

within the realm of possibilities, our results suggest that shifting

policy landscapes impacts both the validity and utility of using

historical administrative dataset to build machine learning models

in public sectors. Instead, we argue that machine learning, and

computation writ large, may be better served as a tool to facilitate

social theory and social policy, rather than to act as explicitly as a

decision-making tool, where it is often inserted into the problematic

decision loops which expose risks of amplifying existing problems.

2 RELATEDWORK
Computational social scientists have develop a number of ways to

formalize and analyze complex sociotechnical systems [17, 28, 45].

Careful formalization and analysis can serve to illuminate and iden-

tify paths towards addressing societal issues [13]. The benefits and

drawbacks of computational modeling of (and for) social systems

are perhaps best summarized by Abebe et al. [2], who note that

computing can act as a synecdoche, allowing us to think about

problems in new ways, and as a rebuttal, “clarify[ing] the limits of

technical interventions” [2, pg. 256]. Our goal in the present work,

similar in some respects to the arguments made by Green [20] but

with distinct methods, is to use computation as both a synecdoche

and as a rebuttal for the blind reapplication of machine learning

methods from one context to another.

Here, we define computational analysis broadly, to include both

forensic social science and simulation. With respect to the for-

mer, forensic social science entails the combined use of machine

learning and social theory to advance our understanding of so-

cial phenomenon, where (in the forensic social science approach)

1
https://github.com/yuhaodu/system_dynamic_simulation_FC
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machine learning/advanced statistical analyses are applied an “athe-

oretical [approach to] agnostic search for potential explanations,”

and social theory is “a focusing device that identifies which con-

structs are to be selected and formed from the millions of possible

[analyses]” [31], (pg. 10). We briefly touch on related work in the

context of quantitative studies of American Foster Care System that

inform our forensic social science analysis, and the simulations of

sociotechnical systems that compliment and/or inform the work

presented here.

2.1 Quantitative Study of the American Foster
Care System

Quantitative studies of foster care are routinely conducted by and

for policy makers, case workers and researchers. Given the rich

administrative datasets curated in this context, quantitative studies

have been carried out to both understand the different aspects of

the system and to provide assistance with decision making.

With respect to quantitative work that assists decision making,

we direct the reader to a number of recent literature reviews [42, 44]

around algorithms used within the U.S. Child Welfare System. Most

notably here, Chouldechova et al. [8] build and implement a ma-

chine learning model called AFST in Allegheny County, Pennsyl-

vania that helps case workers decide whether or not to screen in

reported cases of child abuse for further analysis. This academic

work is complemented by a number of public reports as well (e.g.

[18]).

A number of other researchers have used quantitative methods

to critique existing practices within the U.S. foster care system (e.g.

[35]), to better understand associations with service allocation to

youth (e.g. [29, 52]), to analyze racial disparities within the system

(e.g. [7, 25, 51]), and to criticize the use of automatic decision tools

in foster care system (e.g. [10, 14, 38]). Our work compliments these

efforts, both in its use of quantitative methods to explore youth

lengths of stay in new ways, and to use quantitative methods to

critique existing practices.

2.2 Social Simulation
The present work uses a simulation methodology particularly well-

suited for our work: data-driven simulation. The term data-driven

simulation encapsulates a broad range of computing techniques

which use relevant data to make educated predictions about what

might happen in a situation for which complete data cannot be

obtained. Data-driven simulation has seen increasing use in the

FAccT-aligned community [9, 19, 23, 24, 33, 33] As noted above, we

use a specific form of data-driven simulation, System Dynamics

modeling [47]. Perhaps most relevant to our work, then, Martin

et al. [30] argues that instead of focusing on mathematical-based

interventions on opaque algorithms and/or models, using commu-

nity based system dynamics modeling to place the algorithm/model

into the social context is a better way to understand the long-term

impact of algorithms/model. While we aspire to community-based

methods, our current work relies only on our existing knowledge

of and experiences as practitioners within child welfare.

Finally, while significantly distinct in focus, it is worth noting

that there is other work using simulation in the foster care context.

Specifically, Fowler et al. [15] use a system dynamic model to test

Youth Reported
to CPS

Yes
Screened in or not Substantiated or Not Placed in Foster Care System 

or Not
Youth in Foster

Care System

Case Dismissed

Youth Discharge

Permanent Plan Evaluation --
Safe or Not

Directed to Other
Services

No

Yes

No No

Yes

Yes

No

Chouldechova et al.
decision point

Chouldechova et al.
proxy variable

Data available

Figure 1: The standard decision-making pipeline for a youth
reported toChild Protective Services in theUnited States. Di-
amonds represent decision points in the system, squares are
states that youthmay be in at a given time. The blue box rep-
resents the portion of the decision pipeline informed by AF-
CARS data. The orange and green boxes represent, respec-
tively, the decision point for the algorithmic intervention
considered in the present work, and the proxy variable used
to train the proposed model.

the impact of scaling up a policy to provide long-term rental sub-

sidies for foster care family, and Goldhaber-Fiebert et al. [19] use

decision-analytic model in support of Child Welfare policymakers

considering implementing evidence-based interventions.

3 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF HOW YOUTH
ENTER FOSTER CARE IN AMERICA

Our work assumes a slightly simplified process model of youth

trajectories through the U.S. foster care system introduced by Ster-

man [47], and visualized in Figure 1. The first step in the process of

placing a youth in foster care is a report to Child Protective Services

(CPS). These reports are handled by a CPS employee who decides

whether or not to screen in the call, a decision based on myriad

factors, e.g. characteristics of the youth, their family, and the local

policy environment [8].

If a call is not screened in, the case is dismissed, and the youth

exits the system (although notably, their data may not [1]). If a call

is screened in, the case is then taken on for further consideration

by a CPS case worker. This phase typically includes a more detailed

records review of the youth and their family, and a visit to the

location relevant to the call (often, the current living situation of

the youth). The CPS case worker then decides whether or not the

case is substantiated, i.e. whether there is evidence that the concern
voiced in the original call is true.

If a case is substantiated, a decision is then made on whether

to a) remove the youth from their home, or b) to keep the youth

in their home. This decision is typically made by a judge. If the

decision is that the youth should be removed from their family, the

youth then enters foster care. Once the youth is in foster care, the

family is repeatedly re-evaluated for a need to be in the system.

More specifically, judges and case workers are expected to return

the youth to their family when they are satisfied that it is safe to do

so, while also making a backup plan, according to what is referred

to as the permanency plan for that youth. When the home is safe

again, or alternatively another long-term plan such as guardianship

or adoption is available, the youth is then discharged back to a

living placement outside of the foster care system.
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4 DATA
Our analysis uses federal administrative data from the Adoption and
Foster Care Analysis Reporting System (AFCARS) [34], a dataset from
the National Data Archive on Child Abuse and Neglect (NDACAN).
AFCARS data contains a range of information for all foster youth

from all 50 U.S. states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.

This information includes demographic data, like race and gender,

and administrative data, like the youth’s current placement setting.

However, critically, such information is only available for youth

who are in foster care. Other relevant data— for example, the number

of youth who are reported but not removed, are not in this dataset.

As we discuss further below, we can thus only make assumptions

about these youth, which we can then vary to emulate different

potential real-world settings.

Our analysis uses a particular sample of youth from the full AF-

CARS dataset. First, as noted above, we focus our analysis only on

data from New York state. Second, our analysis below considers

racial disparities in a number of ways. Due to limited data availabil-

ity leading to imprecise estimates, we focus here only on data for

youth who identify (or are identified as) white or Black. This is a

significant limitation of the present work that could be alleviated

in the future by additional data and more diverse expertise.

5 FORENSIC SOCIAL SCIENCE ANALYSIS
We conduct a forensic social science analysis to analyze the foster

care system in New York with respect to the number of youth in

care and racial equity within the system. These analyses are useful

both in providing a better understanding of how many youth are

in care at any time and for how long they remain in foster care, for

seeing how these quantities vary for Black versus white youth, and

for informing parameters of our data-drive simulation model.

We conduct an analysis of three quantities: how many (Black

vs. white) youth are entering into care (the entry rate), how long

youth stay in care (length of stay), and the rate at which youth are

discharged (discharge rate). Prior work has analyzed entry rates

at the state level, finding potential associations with race and age

[4, 41]. Other work analyzing youth in Florida also suggest race is

a key factor influencing the length of stay [4]. Motivated by this

work, we therefore study these quantities split out by youth age in

all cases. Moreover, in order to obtain results which are informative

for the system dynamics model, we aggregate data at a monthly

level.

5.1 Entry Rate
To determine entry rates, we extract the total number of admitted

youth ntr,a , where r represents the youth’s race (here, Black or

white), a represents the age at which they were admitted (rounded

down), and t represents the admitted month. For each combination

of r and a, we calculate the difference of the number of admitted

youth between two consecutive months by ∆tr,a = nt+1r,a − ntr,a .
After confirming that this difference is stationary for the vast ma-

jority of (r ,a) combinations
2
, we fit the resulting data to normal

distributions N∆r ,a
for each ∆r,a along t .

2
Using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test [12], only one p-value was greater than .05,

and only two were greater than .001.

Age Distribution (Black) Distribution (white)

1 N(0.25, 7.1) N(−0.05, 6.0)
5 N(0.15, 5.2) N(0.01, 5.8)
9 N(0.1, 3.8) N(0.04, 4.1)
13 N(0.09, 5.9) N(0.025, 4.8)

Table 1: Fitted normal distributions for the difference be-
tween the number of admitted Black or white youth in con-
secutive months in the AFCARS dataset

Samples of the estimated distributions for changes in entry rates

for white and Black youth at various ages are displayed in Table 1.

Across the visualized quantities, as well as for all ages not displayed,

we find no significant differences in the rate of change in the number

of Black and white youth entering the system. However, consistent

with prior work at a national level [51], we observe that Black youth

are over-represented relative to white youth within New York.

5.2 Length of Stay
Figure 2a shows the density of the logarithm of the length of stay
(log-LOS) for white and Black youth admitted at ages 1, 5, 9, and 13.

Other ages show similar patterns, and thus we omit the results here.

From these plots, we notice that the distribution of log-LOS appears

to be readily modeled by a mixture of Gaussian distributions. In

other words, there appear to be distinct classes of stay lengths for

foster youth, that align with different distributions of length of stay.

To test this observation statistically, we fit each individual distri-

bution of log-LOS for all combinations of a and r to five different

Gaussian mixture models, with the assumed number of distribu-

tions N to be either N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Confirming our intuitions from

Figure 2a, we find that N = 2 best fitted all densities for all age and

race combinations according to the AIC score.

This Gaussian mixture model separates stays in foster care into

two groups- long-term and short-term stays. Long-term stays have

longer log-LOS than short-term stay. For example, among white

youth at age 10, the median length of a short-term stay is 10 days,

while it is 680 days for a long-term stay. Among Black youth at age

10, the median length of a short-term stay is 9 days, and 804 for a

long-term stay.

Breaking AFCARS data down further by long-term youth vs

short-term youth is revealing. First, as shown in the left-most plot in

Figure 2b, we find that between 10-30% of admitted Black and white

youth are short-term, with that quantity generally (and predictably

[52]) decreasing as youth are older. Second, the middle subplot

shows that, consistently across age groups, long-term stays for

Black youth are longer than those for white youth. Similarly, the

rightmost plot in Figure 2b, shows that that from ages 0-2, short-

term stays are also longer for Black youth. There is some evidence

that short term stays are slightly longer for older white youth, but

this finding is inconsistent at older ages (notably, at age 17).

5.3 Discharge Rate
We formalize discharge rate as the percentage of youth that are in
care after t months. We again learn this function separately for

all combinations of a and r , as well as for long/short-term foster

care youth. We then extracted the empirical inverse cumulative
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(a) The distributions of log-LOS depending on the youth’s race. From left to right, plots correspond to a different age at which the youth was
admitted into foster care: 1, 5, 9, and 13. Other ages show similar patterns, and are not displayed
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right two plots represents mean of log-LOS. Cyan lines shows results for white youth, red for Black youth. Data are for youth in New York
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Figure 2: Split of youth according to their LOS
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Figure 3: On the X-axis is youth length-of-stay. The Y-axis
represents the probability that a given youth will still be in
foster care after spending the given number of months in
foster care. The first row shows the results for long-term
youth while second row shows the results for short-term
youth. Cyan lines shows results for white youth, red for
Black youth. Data are for youth in New York state in the AF-
CARS dataset

distribution of LOS for long/short-term stays for youth of differ-

ent demographics. Finally, we learn a non-parametric discharge

function using a linear interpolation to fit the empirical inverse

cumulative distribution. This discharge function Dl
r,a (dt ) gives us

the probability of l-term youth whose race is r and admitted age is

a will still be in foster care after dt months.

A representative portion of the results from this analysis are

presented in Figure 3, which shows the expected length of stay for

Black and white youth (admitted at ages 1,5,9 and 13) separated

out into long-term and short-term stays for youth. Results mirror

findings above, namely, that long-term stays for Black youth, and

short-term stays for the youngest Black, are both longer than for

the corresponding white youth.

5.4 Summary of Findings and Linking Back to
Relevant Social Theory

Our empirical analysis reveals that 1) there is a relatively constant

rate of entry into the NYS foster care system, 2) that youth can

generally be categorized into having a short-term or a long-term
stay in care, and that 3) Black youth who have long-term stays, and

the youngest Black youth with short-term stays, remain on average

for longer in the foster care system than their white counterparts.

In a forensic social science analysis, it is important to not only

guide analyses with prior social science research, but also to tie

back to this work once the analysis has been conducted. For our

work, the most critical observation is the bimodal distribution in

length of stay across all ages and races that differentiate youth into

what we call long-term youth [40] and short-term youth [43].

Rather than social theory, however, it is practical knowledge

(derived from our experiences in the system) that help us to contex-

tualize this finding. In particular, we understand short-term stays,

which are often the result of brief parental incarceration, or short-

term concerns about child safety, to be a distinct class of events

relative to longer-term stays, which are often the result of structural

factors.

This link between long-term stays and structural factors can, in

turn, help us to better understand a more novel finding from our

work: differences in length of long-term stays, but not short-term

stays, for Black vs. white youth. Both critical race theory in general,

and critical veins of social work research, emphasize that race is

a socially constructed concept intertwined with structural factors.

One such factor in particular is poverty. And, although poverty is

not always indicator for removal, it is often a proxy for reunification.

For instance, children are not removed due to homelessness, but

housing is often a requirement for a child’s return home if they

enter foster care [46]. Second, single motherhood, also linked to

fewer financial resources, also predicts slower reunification [21].

Third, Black families have disparate access to supportive services,

including employment, substance use, and mental health treatment

[26]. Finally, Black youth are less likely to move from foster care

into alternative plans, such as adoption and guardianship [3]. These

four mechanisms are examples of how structural factors can serve

to create long-term barriers to reunification for Black youth, more

so than white youth.

Finally, having contextualized our findings within the literature,

we turn to their policy implications. With respect to the goals of

the FFPSA, and of improving life for foster youth more broadly,

it is useful to distinguish between youth who are more likely to

have short and long-term stays in foster care. Short term youth

are typically in care for less than a month before being returned

to their families. This makes them likely candidates, under the

auspice of the FFPSA, to never have been removed at all [16, 43, 49].
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Additionally, we note that data useful for policy in child welfare

need not be highly coercive or individualized to be useful; rather,

as others have noted [39], even analyses (or acknowledgement) of

aggregate rates of shorter-term versus longer-term foster care stays

may appraise agencies to needs related to distribution of services,

and help agencies assess the success of their racial equity efforts.

In this sense, algorithms and simulations like those described

below may serve as a policy function precisely via the analysis of

aggregate rates and measures of allocation. To this end, we now

turn to how our insights on aggregate measures from this section

can be further used to construct a model that simulates the number

of youth in foster care in New York state in the federal fiscal year

2018 (FY 2018), under current conditions and in response to an

algorithmic intervention.

6 DATA-DRIVEN SIMULATION ANALYSIS
Informed by the discussion and findings above, we proceed to our

analysis of a hypothetical algorithmic intervention in the New York

state foster care system. Two aspects in particular from our forensic

social science analysis carry over. First, our simulation model explic-

itly differentiates between youth with short-term versus long-term

stays. Second, we use a variety of statistics from the work above

to inform parameterization of our model. In what follows, we first

provide an overview of our model which simulates the trajectory

of youth within the New York state foster care system, and show it

produces reliable forecasts for the number of youth in foster care.

We then use this model model to investigate the potential impacts

of replacing human decision-makers in the screening portion of

the child welfare decision pipeline with an algorithm.

6.1 Model Overview
The goal of our model is to simulate, for each future month t in
Tf uture , the number of long- and short-term youth (denoted by

l) having a select combination of race r and age a who are still in

foster care system. We denote this number as N l,t
r,a , and simulate it

at at each stage of the decision pipeline outlined in Figure 1.

To parameterize the portion of the model where youth are in

foster care, we use data from AFCARS for each month until the last

month of FY 2017, i.e., each month in Thistory . Where data is not

available to inform the model parameters (that is, when youth are

not in care and thus outside the purview of the data in AFCARS), we

model a range of plausible assumptions about decision pipelines of

foster care system, and assess results across these possible settings.

More precisely, we choose our parameters using the following steps:

• Extract the number of admitted youth ntr,a from AFCARS,

where t ∈ Thistory .

• ExtractedN∆r ,a
and use it to simulate the number of admit-

ted youth ntr,a , where t ∈ Tf uture .

• Extract the long-/short-term youth proportion Pl
r,a .

• Extract the discharge rate Dl
r,a .

Using these parameterizations, we simulate the number of youth

in care in New York using Algorithm 1. For this algorithm, we use

the fact that the number of youth in foster care in the next month,

N l,t
r,a , equals the total number of youth who were 1) admitted into

foster care during previous months and that 2) remained in the

Table 2: Tabular description of parameters involved in the
construction of our simulation model. The red value of the
parameter is the default value

Parameter Values Taken Parameter Values Taken

Rscr ,lob : Screen in rate of

long-term Black youth

70% Rscr ,shb : Screen in rate of

short-term Black youth

6%,8%,10%

Rscr ,low : Screen in rate of long-

term white youth

70% Rscr ,shw : Screen in rate of

short-term white youth

10%

Rsub,lob : Substantiate rate of

long-term Black youth

70% Rsub,shb : Substantiate rate of

short-term Black youth

10%

Rsub,low : Substantiate rate of

long-term white youth

70% Rsub,shw : Substantiate rate of

short-term white youth

10%

Nlo (µlo, σlo ): Distribution

of feature of long-term youth

([1, 1], [2, 2], [10, 10],
[[1, 0][0, 1]])

Nsh (µsh, σsh ): Distribution
of feature of short-term youth

([0, 0], [[1, 0][0, 1]])

system. In turn, the number of youth who remained in the system

is given by the product between the number of admitted youth in

the previous month and the discharge rate (line 8-12 in Algorithm 1).

Finally, in addition to modeling how many youth are admitted,

the proposed interventionwe study also requires assumptions about

1) how many youth are not admitted (i.e. that are screened out),

as well as 2) how many youth cases are screened in. Given the

literature discussed above [40, 43], we assume the following:

Assumption 1. Screen in and substantiation decisions only depend
on a youth’s race and whether their stay is designated as one who will
have a short-term or long-term stay

Assumption 1 says that every reported youth of a given race

with a short or long-term stay will have the same probability to

be screened in and substantiated. As discussed further below, this

assumption notably assumes that substantiation rate does not vary

with screen in rates, and vice versa. We fixed this value as intro-

duced in Table 2. Thus, for example, given the simulated number

of admitted long-term Black youth at month t , nlo,tb,a , we can ob-

tain the number of screened-in long-term Black youth at month t ,

Ûnlo,tb,a =
nlo,tb,a

Rsub,lob

, and the number of reported long-term Black youth

at month t , Ünlo,tb,a =
nlo,tb,a

Rsub,lob ·Rscr ,lob

.

6.2 Validation of the Base Model
Figure 4 shows that, given data from 2017 and before, our model

generates forecasts for the number of youth in foster care in New

York state in 2018 that are in line with real data. The figure shows

model predictions (triangle points) for Black (red) and white (cyan)

youth separately, comparing simulated estimates aggregated over

long-term and short-term youth of all ages. It compares these pre-

dictions to the ground truth values (circle points) in the AFCARS

dataset. The Pearson correlation between the number of simulated

Black youth and the number of actual Black youth in foster care is

0.98 (p < 0.001). The Pearson correlation between the number of

simulated white youth and the number of real white youth in foster

care is also 0.98 (p < 0.001). And the Pearson correlation between

the proportion of Black youth in simulated foster care system and

the proportion of Black youth in the actual data is 0.78 (p = 0.004).

The results show that our simulation model is a reliable starting

point from which to model potential interventions resulting from

the implementation of the FFPSA in 2018.
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Algorithm 1: Simulation

Input: ntr ,a , P
l
r ,a , D

l
r ,a

Output: N l,t
r ,a

1 for t ∈ Tf uture do
2 for l,r,a in L

>
R
>

A do
3 a′, t ′, dt = a, t, 1
4 N l,t

r ,a = 0

5 while a′ ≥ 0 and
t ′ ≥ Nov2000 do

6 ∆̂l,tr ,a = Pl
r ,a′ · n

t ′
r ,a′

7 // # of admitted
long/short-term youth

8 ∆̂l,tr ,a =

∆̂l,tr ,a · Dl
r ,a (dt )

// # of remaining
long/short-term youth
after dt months

9 N l,t
r ,a += ∆̂l,tr ,a

10 dt = dt + 1
11 t ′ = t ′ − 1

12 if (dt − 6) |12 then
13 a′ = a′ − 1

Notations:
r : Race of youth

a : Age of youth

l : Long and short-term membership

of youth

ntr ,a : The number of admitted youth

at month t

N l,t
r ,a : The number of remaining

youth of at month t

Pl
r ,a : Percentage of long-/short-term

youth of total

admitted youth

Dl
r ,a : The discharge rate

6.3 Extending the Model to Investigate the
Effects of an Algorithmic Intervention

Our hypothetical intervention is based on the work of Choulde-

chova et al. [8], who develop a model to assist screening decisions

in Allegheny County, PA. We stress that Chouldechova et al. [8] do

not intend for their model to replace humans, and that there are

important effects of maintaining a human in the loop during this

decision process [7]. However, it is nonetheless informative to study

the simplified case where the model does, in fact, fit this role. Below,

we detail our (simulated) implementation of their algorithm, and

the additional model parameters we vary to explore how the model

responds to different potential context in which it is deployed.

6.3.1 Simulating Training and Deployment of the Algorithm. To
build the machine learning algorithm to identify the youth who

need to be screened in, Chouldechova et al. [8] use what we will

call the profiles of youth. These profiles include demographics,

behavioral health records and past history in care (among other

variables) as features, and well as whether or not the youth end up

in the foster care as the outcome to be predicted.

To simulate the training procedure for their model, we define

(and simplify) the features given to the model to be continuous

values drawn from a Gaussian distribution. Given our knowledge

above that youth with short- and long-term stays are likely to have

distinct reasons for being brought into care, we further assume that

their profiles are generated from two different distributions. Profiles

of long-term youth are generated fromN lo (µlo ,σlo ) while profiles

of short-term youth are generated fromNsh (µsh ,σsh ). Parameters

of these two distributions are shown in Table 2.

We define the label the model is trained on using the (simulated)

decisions at the substantiation phase. Notably, as shown in Figure 1,

Chouldechova et al.’s 2018 model makes predictions at the screen-

in stage of the child welfare pipeline. Thus, the label used is a

downstream proxy assumed to be less racially biased. In this setup,

however, [8] therefore assume that if youth end up in foster care

at the last decision made in the decision pipeline, then the youth

should be screened in at the first decision, and vice versa.

We simulate the impact of introducing the model from Choulde-

chova et al. [8] as if it was trained using a dataset generated before

November 2017, and implemented during the following year. To

do so, we construct the training set by using profiles of admitted

youth as positive samples and using profiles of reported but not

admitted youth as negative samples. After the training dataset is

constructed, we use it to train a logistic regression model as a

screen-in recommendation tool.
3
In our simulation, we model the

deployment of this machine learning model as having complete

autonomy over decision-making. To be more specific, after deploy-

ing the algorithm, step (8) in Algorithm 1 is changed to send the

profiles of Ünl,tr,a reported youth at each month to the deployed algo-

rithms to extract youth screened in. And then, admitted youth are

extracted randomly using the substantiate rate introduced in the

Table 2 following Assumption 1, because substantiation decisions

are still made entirely by humans.

6.3.2 Varying Assumptions to Evaluate the Intervention. We evalu-

ate the performance of this algorithmic intervention under different

assumptions about the underlying foster care system on which it is

trained. These variations are summarized in Table 2 and detailed

below.

Separability of Short- vs. Long-term Youth Profiles. We model the

difficulty of distinguishing between long-term foster care youth

and short-term foster care youth from their profiles as sampling

long-term foster care youth’s profile from different Gaussian distri-

butions. For example, when long-term foster care youth’s profiles

are sampled fromN ∼ ([10, 10], [[1, 0], [0, 1]]) and short-term foster

care youth’s profiles are sampled from N ∼ ([0, 0], [[1, 0], [0, 1]]),

it is much easier for an algorithm to differentiate them, compared

to the situation where long-term foster care youth’s profiles are

sampled from N ∼ ([1, 1], [[1, 0], [0, 1]]) and short-term foster care

youth’s profiles are sampled from N ∼ ([0, 0], [[1, 0], [0, 1]]). We

alter the mean of the feature distribution of long-term foster care

youth in ([10, 10], [2, 2], [1, 1]) to represent high ,moderate and low
separability between youth who will have long versus short term

stays, leaving other parameters at their defaults.

Modeling Racial Biases in Reporting. We model reporting bias

across racial lines in the current foster care system by varying

the screen-in rates of short-term Black youth. Controlling for the

number of admitted Black youth with short-term stays, the lower

the screen-in rate, Rscr,shb , for Black youth with short-term stays,

the larger the number of Black youth reported. We vary the screen

in rate for short-term Black youth in (6%,8%,10%) to represent high
reporting bias, low reporting bias, and no reporting bias, leaving other
parameters at their defaults.
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Figure 4: The number (y-axis) of Black (red line) and
white (turqouise line) youth in foster care, by month (x-
axis), for both the simulated (circles) and real (triangle)
foster care data in FY 2018. Real data is derived from the
AFCARS dataset for New York state, simulated data from
our general simulation model.
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Figure 5: The simulated number of Black and white
youth in foster care bymonth for different screen-in pro-
cedures: without an algorithm andwith an algorithmbut
different levels of separability between short-term and
long-term youth profiles.

6.4 Results of Assessing an Algorithmic
Intervention

Overall, we find that relying on an algorithm trained as suggested by

Chouldechova et al. [8] to make screen-in decision would increase

the number of youth in foster care, contradicting the goals of the

FFPSA. However, the impact of the algorithm varies depending on

the assumed separability between profiles of youth with short-term

vs. long-term stays. Figure 5 compares monthly forecasts of the

number of Black and white youth in foster care with and without

using the algorithm for making screen-in decisions. Moreover, we

distinguish between different algorithm-based screen-in decisions

by the ease of separability between youth with short- and long-term

3
Training data was balanced by down-sampling negative samples to approximate

how machine learning models are trained in real world. Note that we don’t modify

hyperparameters of the model (e.g. the decision threshold) because this induces yet

another implicit value judgement which is out of the scope of our main focus in the

current work.
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(a) The number of admitted long-term and short-term youth during simulated months depending on the difficulty of separability. The first
two plots shows the total number of long- and short-term stays while the last two plots shows the disparities between the number of Black
and white youth for long- and short-term stays.
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(b) The number of admitted short-term youth during simulated months for different levels of racial biases in reporting in the original system.
The first plot shows the total number of short term youth while the second plot shows the disparity of short term Black and white youth.

Figure 6: Impact of the algorithm under varying assump-
tions

stays. We see that in all conditions of separability we examined,

the algorithm would increase the number of youth in foster care.

However, perhaps surprisingly, the increase is significantly more

pronounced when it is easy to separate long- from short- term

youth. That is, the greater the assumed differences between youth

with long and short-term stays, the more youth the algorithm puts

into care.

Figure 6a shows a) that aggregating over youth with long- and

short-term stays provides a distorted picture of the algorithm’s

benefits, and b) that, depending on the separability assumptions, the

algorithm has non-obvious side-effects on racial disparities. More

specifically, as the separability of youth with long- and short-term

stays increases, the number of youth with long-term stays in foster

care increases (left most plot), and so does the racial inequity for

these youth (right middle plot). However, both the number of youth

with short-term stays (left middle plot) and the racial inequity (right
most plot) in the number of youth with short-term stays increase as

separability decreases. Thus, under the assumptions of our model,

when training an algorithm under a situation where youth who

end up in care long-term are similar (as far as the algorithm is
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concerned) to youth who stay for a short period of time, the more
short term youth enter foster care overall. This is because the screen-

in algorithm, if trained using substantiation as a proxy variable,

will get better at identifying youth who the current system sees as

needing long-term care, and these youth will, in turn, remain in

care for longer. Even under a seemingly better situation where there

is high separability between profiles of long-term and short-term

youth, algorithms will place more long-term youth into the system,

contradicting the goal of FFPSA.

According to our simulation, higher levels of bias when report-

ing youth to CPS result in more youth in care and larger racial

disparities (see Figure 6b). The explanation for this phenomenon

comes from the interplay of the different parts of the system: if

short-term youth are more often Black, then while screen-in rates of

Black youth will decrease overall, the algorithm will produce more

false positives for Black youth. This effect is problematic since the

reporting of youth is (a) biased [22] and (b) exogenous to the child

welfare system, so a solution to this issue is needed and difficult to

implement.

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Two major stated goals of the FFPSA are to 1) reduce unnecessary

admission of youth into the foster care system and 2) provide more

family-based service for youth who are in the foster care system. To

achieve such goals, practitioners have been incentivized to leverage

additional data collection and predictive modeling to assist decision

making [1].

Here, we construct a simulation model that considers how a par-

ticular algorithm can help to address the goals of the FFPSA, while

maintaining the additional goal of racial equality. Before review-

ing the main resultant claims, we find it pertinent to emphasize

their limits. First, as noted above, the intervention we consider

does not account for the fact that while this may not be true of

tomorrow’s algorithms [36], today’s algorithms are often used, at

best, as suggestions for screening in, rather than all-encompassing

decision-makers [8]. Second, and related, our model greatly simpli-

fies the ways in which algorithmic decisions are made about specific

youth in foster care. Additional complexity, e.g. by creating more

realistic youth profiles using advanced machine learning models,

may lead to distinct conclusions. Third, certain parameterizations

may be reasonably disagreed with. In particular, it is possible that

higher levels of screen-in rates may lead directly to lower rates of

substantiation, which violates Assumption 1.
4
As such, we expect,

and hope, that our model is viewed primarily as a starting point for

informed debate.

To this end, and with these limitations in mind, we use our

model here to bring forth the point that implementing a machine

learning algorithm to assist in screen-in decisions will tend instead

to increase the number of youth in foster care, and to increase

racial disparities in the number of Black versus white youth as well.

Importantly, this increase of youth in care often comes in the form

of better identification of youth that may be in genuine need of

long-term foster care as defined by the current system. In turn, while

increasing the total number of youth in care, the algorithm actually

decreases the number of and racial disparities in short-term stays

4
We thank our reviewers for pointing out this particular issue

in foster care (i.e. youth who may be candidates for deferral from

foster care through prevention services). Aswe interpret thework of

Chouldechova et al. [8], the algorithm in this sense is accomplishing

its goal—reducing racial inequality and mis-identified screen in

cases as determined by the current system.

Our findings thus expose a contradiction between the two jus-

tifiable goals of FFPSA: 1) placing fewer youth in foster care and

2) more accurate identification of families who need more inten-

sive services according to current measures. Namely, improving

our ability to differentiate youth with long-term versus short-term

stays in the current system increases the number of overall youth

in foster care, but does so through the inclusion of youth who the

system would likely deem to need care. Therefore, we argue that

implementing algorithms that use past historical data under the

new directive of the FFPSA will therefore require either 1) that we

embed different notions of who needs foster care into our models

or 2) that we use variables other than substantiation rates to train

them.

Equally as important, our simulation (and other analyses of the

child welfare system [1]) make clear that efforts to develop algo-

rithms for screening in youth must provide space for discussion

about who, if anyone, should be placed into foster care. Proposed

algorithms shouldn’t be necessarily fitted into the existing problem-

atic loop of the social system but rather provide a new perspective to

policy makers that might facilitate more effective decision-making

about policy and practice at the macro level.

Our work also shows that these decisions must occur with a

deeper consideration of assumptions we make about the myriad

and sometimes unknowable parameters of the existing system. At

a fundamental level, our work shows that the assumption of sub-

stantiation decisions as a proxy for screen-in decisions made by

Chouldechova et al. [8] can be problematic. Less obvious, however,

is that variations in assumptions about parts of the system external

to this proxy can still have important effects on model outcomes.

This variation in our simulation model not simply hypothetical.

Wildly different policy environments across, and even within, states

mean that assumptions in one setting are quite possibly incorrect

for others. These complex and hierarchical sets of assumptions ben-

efit from the ability to systematically investigate how one change

may impact others in non-obvious ways. Our simulation tool, we

therefore hope, can serve as a kind of test-bed as more data becomes

available to validate or inform certain assumptions in different ju-

risdictions, including New York state. We also hope it will assist

practitioners and policy-makers in understanding the trade-offs

implicit in different assumptions they are making about decisions

made in their own local arena.
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